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Professional Drone Solutions supplies
drone services and software to
provide contractors, engineers,
property managers, roofers, realtors,
developers, and more with end to end
solutions at an affordable cost.

We exist to offer the market a legal,
licensed, knowledgeable drone
service option that thinks about
problems in a unique way to offer
products that fully utilize all drones
have to offer the market space. 

From our scheduling to flight logging,
to delivery and customer-side
analysis, we never stop innovating.
Through use of simple modern data
techniques and easy interfaces, we
transform tasks that used to take
days into minutes. 

Our Inspection Viewer solution was developed after
years of research to democratize data. Our belief is 

 through accessible and understandable data all
stakeholders in a project - owners, contractors, roofers,

inspectors, member boards and more - can better
understand what is happening. This reduces arguments,

saves time and money, and allows mistakes to be
caught before they get expensive.
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Progress photography helps track the progression
of a job from start to finish. We utilize GPS based

software tracking to ensure your shots are the
same, month after month, year after year.

LICENSED

With our drone services, we get answers. Our
drones take extremely high resolution images and
our skilled pilots are able to get close enough to
see the dust and chips of a broken tile. We have

curated a specific flight plan to ensure no detail of
the roof goes undocumented.

 
 

Through our state-licensed sister company,
Florida Aerial Survey Technologies, we offer the

market rapid topographic and volumetric surveys
with turnarounds as FAST as 3 days, averaging 4-

21 days for projects 30-1500 acres. 
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Our photography packages all come with edits
baked right in. Our vibrant colors come from a high-
tech editing technique that blends the best lighting

of 3 photos into one shot. Our videos are edited
using motion-tracked text to help your viewers take  

data in a natural, comfortable way that makes
sense to them!

We have worked on both sides of the table, so
when it comes to documenting insurance loss, we
know a thing or two because we have seen a thing

or two. Our documentation photography is
thorough, rapid, and affordable for both insurance

companies and policy holders.

Our software was built to answer questions and keep
data simple. For more information about our many

software products, contact us. (see back fold.)
 

Contact FAST to learn more
about our survey services.

www.FloridaAerialSurvey.com


